
 f Helper Arm Device - The bead press device and 
bead roller operate independently yielding more control 
from two points of contact. 

 f 2-Speed Rotating Turntable - Allows for exact torque 
when needed, and only requires a 110V electric circuit.

 f Large Clamping Capacity – Maximum capacity of 28"

 f Ergonomic Control for Bead Breaking - The hand 
operated bead breaker allows for easy tire/wheel 
demounting while minimizing operator discomfort.

 f Stable Design - Extreme structural rigidity by virtue 
of the patented G-Frame design greatly reduces 
mount/demount head flexing which essentially 
eliminates damage to wheels and tires.  

 f 4-Point Adjustable Bead Breaker - Performs up  
to 40% better than benchmark competition. This 
optimizes force and speed resulting in less demand 
for air consumption.

Bosch Tire Changers 
Engineered Smart

Bosch introduces a new traditional tilt-back tire changer 
capable of safely and efficiently handling virtually any 
wheel combination for both passenger and light truck 
vehicles.

The TCE4475 is a highly durable tilt-back tire changer with 
a wide range of features designed to provide maximum 
performance and speed when changing even the most 
difficult passenger car and light duty truck tires

The 4475 family of tire changers feature a 2-speed 
turntable which allows for exact torque when needed,  
and only requiring a 110V electric circuit.  The motor can  
be reduced to 7 RPM’s for finesse when handling more 
challenging tires and 15 RPM’s when more speed is 
required.

When equipped with the special helper arm assembly, the 
bead press device and bead roller operate independently 
yielding more control from two points of contact, providing 
precise control of the operation.

TCE 4475 
28" Tilt Back Tire Changer

Features



Helper arm  
control switch

Lower bead roller

2-speed  
rotating turntable

Specifications:

 f External Clamping .............................. 12" -  28"

 f Internal Clamping ............................... 13" -  30"

 f Maximum Wheel Width ....................... 14"

 f Maximum Wheel Dimension ............... 47"

 f Turntable ............................................ 28" 

 f Power ................................................. 110V 1Phase 60 Hz

 f Motor Power ....................................... 1HP

 f Footprint (width x depth x height)  ..... 55" x 59" x 82" 

Available Models:

Bosch TCE 4475

TCE4475EH Tilt Back Tire Changer 28" 2 Speed Electric w/ Helper 
 Assembly

TCE4475EHC Tilt Back Tire Changer 28" 2 Speed Electric Turntable w/  
 Ergonomic Bead Breaker & Helper Assembly

Helper arm  
assembly

Pedal operated 
bead breaker

Pneumatic  
mounting tool

Available roller  
board
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